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Abstract. Nowadays economy is every day more and more a digital
economy where many human activities are performed by means of digi-
tal devices. Those digital activities produce and operate on a big amount
of digital assets, as the data stored in datasets, documents, images, videos
or audio files. Rationally, it is useless that digital assets are made pub-
lic without the specification of constrains on their usage and access.
Many formal languages for expressing licenses, policies, norms, agree-
ments, and contracts have been proposed in literature. Among them, the
Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) is a quite general one. In this
paper, we present an extension of the syntax of ODRL for expressing
conditional obligations. We present also an operational semantics of this
extension with the goal of being able to perform automatic reasoning
on the dynamic evolution in time of obligations. The definition of such
operational semantics will be based on the specification of the lifecycle
of obligations and on the definition of the mechanisms for computing
their state using automatic reasoning. In particular, for doing that we
use as far as possible, W3C standards: RDF and RDF Schema for the
specification of obligations, and the Apache Jena general purpose rule
engine for efficiently deducing the state of obligations on the bases of the
state of the interaction among agents.

1 Introduction

Nowadays economy is every day more and more a digital economy where many
human activities are performed by means of digital devices. Those digital activ-
ities produce and operate on a big amount of digital resources, as structured
data stored in various datasets, documents, images, videos or audio files. Those
digital resources may become digital assets when they are exchanged between
peer agents or made available to data consumers, for example on the Internet,
by data publishers.

Rationally, it is useless that digital assets are made public without the spec-
ification of constrains on their usage and access, this because the absence of a
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license or of a document attached to the data is not equivalent to the right to do
whatever one wants with those data [11]. Nowadays, digital assets may be made
available as Open Data (by adopting one of the Open Data Commons (ODC)
licenses), or they can be associated to one of the Creative Commons licenses, or
to other existing licenses like for example the Open Government License (OGL).
Many other licenses with big or slight differences are created every day; therefore
a standardization of the existing licenses with the goal of limiting their number
to a finite set is far from the present situation [9]. Moreover, it is important to
consider that instead of using pre-defined data licenses, data producers or data
publishers may exchange digital assets with data consumers on the basis of an ad
hoc agreement that may be reached by the parties in different ways, for example
through a negotiation, by accepting an offer, by buying a ticket, and so on.

Licenses and agreements may be specified using human-readable formats,
but the increasing usage and exchange of digital assets requires more formal and
machine-readable mechanisms for the specification of licenses and agreements.
This in order to enable machine-to-machine interactions combined with a num-
ber of useful services. Services like for example: (i) an advance search of resources
based on their license; (ii) the possibility to aggregate different resources released
under different licenses by computing license compatibility or conflicts; (iii) the
automatic checking of the satisfaction or violations of the normative or legal rela-
tions that such an exchange of digital assets creates in the chain of interactions
among data producers, data publishers, and data consumers.

In order to perform many of these services it is crucial not only to propose
the syntax of a formal language for expressing licenses, policies, norms, and
agreements, but also to express a formal semantics of such a language. This
with the goal of being able to perform automatic reasoning on the normative or
legal constrains, and to monitor the fulfilment or violation of a set of policies on
the basis of the (usually partial) knowledge of the actions of the parties and of
the state of their interaction. A formal semantics may be used also to simulate
what will happen if one of the parties, related by a set of policies, perform certain
actions.

Formal languages for expressing licenses (that can be used to waive some
rights on a given resource), norms, agreements, and contracts have been devel-
oped in the Multiagent Systems (MAS) research community, and in its Norma-
tive MAS sub-community. Studies on Access Control Policies have been devel-
oped by the Access Control community; and studies on deontic logic developed
by the Artificial Intelligence and Law community. Numerous of these proposals,
which are related to this paper, are discussed in the Related Work section.

Among such formal languages, the most interesting and general one is the
Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL), which uses Semantic Web languages for
the formalization of policies. In its most recent version ODRL, as a language for
expressing policies, presents some limits in its expressivity. In order to overcome
one of these limits, in this paper we present an extension of the syntax of ODRL
for expressing conditional obligations. We present also an operational semantics
of this extension with the goal of being able to perform automatic reasoning on
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the temporal evolution of obligations. The definition of such operational seman-
tics will be based on the specification of the lifecycle of obligations and on the
definition of the mechanisms for computing the state of obligations using auto-
matic reasoning. In particular, for doing that we use, as far as possible, W3C
or de facto standards for the Semantic Web: RDF and RDF Schema for the
specification of obligations, and the Apache Jena general purpose rule engine
for efficiently deducing the state of obligations on the bases of the state of the
interaction among agents.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 formal languages for expressing
licenses and agreements or contracts are presented, with a particular focus to
the approaches that use semantic web technologies. In Sect. 3 we present the
extension of the syntax of ODRL for expressing conditional obligations, and in
Sect. 4 an operational semantics of such an extension is introduced. In Sect. 5
the implementation of a system able to simulate the evolution in time of a set
of conditional obligations is evaluated and some conclusions and proposals for
future work are discussed.

2 Related Work

Formal languages for expressing licenses (that can be used to waive some rights
on a given resource) and agreements or contracts have been developed. Examples
of such languages are: the MPEG21-Right Expression Language, which is mostly
used for expressing rights on audio and video files; ccREL [1], an RDF-based
language for expressing Creative Common licenses; and the Web Access Control
(WAC) vocabulary1, which provides a basic way to describe various forms of
access to resources for users or groups who are identified by HTTP URIs.

Among such languages, the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) is the
most general one, in that it is not focused on a file type nor only on access con-
trol. It can be used in different scenarios, as proved by the specification using
ODRL 2.0 of the 126 licenses stored in the RDFLicense dataset [17]. Originally
(in 2001), ODRL was an XML language for expressing digital rights, that is, dig-
ital content usage terms and conditions. In 2012, with version 2.0, and in 2015,
with version 2.1 [10], ODRL evolved into a more general policy language: it is
no longer focused only on the formalization of rights expressions, but also on the
specification of privacy statements, like for example duties, permissions, and pro-
hibitions. In version 2.0 and 2.1 ORDL is a Policy Language formalized in RDF
with an abstract model specified by an ontology, and is developed and promoted
by the ODRL W3C Community Group. In March 2016 the W3C “Permissions
and Obligations Expression” (POE) Working Group was created with the goal
of bringing the Community Group specifications through the W3C Process to
“Recommendation” status. ODRL 2.1 has an informal semantics described in
English in the Core Model, but there is not a formal specification of its seman-
tics [19]. In [13] an OWL representation of ODRL 1.1 is presented, but it is

1 http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebAccessControl.

http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebAccessControl
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limited to the representation of classes and properties, and no representation is
given of the dynamic semantics of policies, that is, of how they evolve in time.

L4LOD (Licenses for Linked Open Data) is a lightweight vocabulary for
expressing the licenses for Linked Open Data. It is presented in [9]. This language
is able to express the semantics of the deontic component of licenses by using
an extension of Defeasible Logic [8]. This extension is a non-monotonic logic
able to take into account the idea of expressing obligations as defeasible rules,
prohibitions as obligations to not do an action, and a simple notion of permission
defined as defeaters of obligations (i.e. defeaters of prohibitions). The goal of
the proposed work is to automatically compute the deontic components of a
composite license lc that can be obtained from a set of licenses l1,. . . ,ln. This
is done by using deontic rules (having different type) and two heuristics for
OR-composition and AND-composition of the deontic effects of licenses. The
content of the formalized licenses is expressed using propositions like ShareAlike
or Attribution, or Commercial. This is an interesting approach based on a non-
monotonic logic that can be used only when it is not necessary to explicitly
express the actor, the context, and other relevant attributes of the regulated
actions.

In the field of studies on Access Control to data, an important XML standard
language is the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language XACML [15] which
is focused on the specification of access control policies. It is an important appli-
cation independent policy language which is an OASIS industry standard. It is
primarily an Attribute-Based Access Control system and an XML-based lan-
guage for expressing and interchanging access control policies over the Web. It
describes both a policy language and an access control decision request/response
language. Policies in XACML are characterized by subjects, resources, environ-
ments, and actions. A subject element is the entity requesting access and it has
one or more attributes. The resource element is a data, service, or system compo-
nent and it has one or more attributes. The action element defines, by means of
one or more attributes, the type of access requested on the resource. An environ-
ment element can optionally provide additional information. The formalization
of access control obligations is barely supported by the XACML standard; indeed
XACML only describes a general syntax for obligation specification, but focusses
its core functionalities on permissions and prohibitions.

Among all these rights, policies, and access control languages, ODRL 2.1 is
the most general one; in fact, it allows the specification of licenses, but also of
more customizable offers of digital assets by data-provider, requests of digital
data by data-consumer, or agreements that binds two parties.

The studies on Normative Multiagent Systems (NorMAS), concern mainly
the formalization of norms used for expressing obligations, permissions, and pro-
hibitions, and the definition and the realization of fundamental functionalities
for norms promulgation, monitoring, enforcement, and for norms adoption and
reasoning. In NorMAS literature there are various proposals for the specification
of norms and policies using different languages [4,5,18] and of frameworks [3] for
their management. In this paper, we propose to formalize policies using Seman-
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tic Web Technologies and therefore here we will mainly discuss other approaches
where Semantic Web languages were adopted.

In [5,6] a proposal to specify and reason on commitments and obligations
using OWL 2, SWRL rules, and OWL-API is presented (as widely discussed in
next sections). In particular, in those papers an OWL ontology of obligations
whose content is a class of possible actions that have to be performed within a
given deadline is presented. The monitoring of those obligations (checking if they
are fulfilled of violated on the basis of the actions of the agents) can be realized
thanks to a specific framework required for managing the elapsing of time and to
perform closed-world reasoning on certain classes. Unfortunately, the scalability
of this approach is not good enough to make it usable in real applications.

Another interesting approach that uses Semantic Web Technologies for norms
formalization and management is the OWL-POLAR framework for semantic pol-
icy representation and reasoning [18]. This framework investigates the possibil-
ity of using OWL ontologies for representing the state of the interaction among
agents and SPARQL queries for reasoning on policies activation, for anticipating
possible conflicts among policies, and for conflicts avoidance and resolution. In
the OWL-POLAR model the activation condition and the content of the policies
(that is what is prohibited, permitted or obliged by the policy) are represented
using conjunctive semantic formulas, that is a conjunction of atomic assertions
expressed using the concepts and the relations defined on an OWL ontology.
Reasoning on a set of policies for deducing their state is quite expensive in OWL-
POLAR, because it requires translating the activation condition and the content
of a policy into the SPARQL query language and then evaluating the resulting
queries on the OWL ontology used for representing the state of the world. In
OWL-POLAR, there is no treatment of time. An interesting contribution of this
framework is the study of conflicts among norms and a proposal for conflict res-
olution. The reasoning mechanisms proposed in this work are decidable, but if
OWL DL is used, they are not tractable, in the worst case. If expressiveness is
reduced to OWL Lite, decidability is guaranteed.

Another relevant proposal, where Semantic Web technologies are used for pol-
icy specification and management, is the KAoS policy management framework
[3,20]. It is composed by three layers: (i) the human interface layer where poli-
cies, expressing authorizations and obligations, are specified in the form of con-
strained English sentences; (ii) the policy management layer used for encoding
in OWL the policy-related information; (iii) the policy monitoring and enforcing
layer used to compile OWL policies to an efficient format usable for monitor-
ing and enforcement. Another approach where Semantic Web technologies are
partially used is the Rei policy language [12] for modelling the deontic concepts
of rights, prohibitions, obligations and dispensations. Rei is implemented in the
logic language Prolog, but also includes some ontologies that enable the policy
engine to interpret a subset of RDFS policies.

It is therefore clear that, even if the concept of norms and policies has been
studied quite extensively in Multiagent research, a lot of work has to be done
for improving the existing models and languages for norm and policy formal-
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ization. It is necessary to evaluate their expressivity on real-world use cases, to
improve the performances and the scalability of the framework developed for
policies management, i.e., for their creation, enforcement, and monitoring, and
for making those approaches usable by practitioners and industry. This paper
goes in this direction.

3 A Model of Obligation

Among the formal languages for expressing licenses, or more general normative
or legal relations among autonomous parties/agents, presented in the previous
section, ODRL is one of the most interesting, because of the following crucial
characteristics: it is under study for becoming a W3C Recommendation, it has
the possibility to be extended with profiles, there is an RDF specification of the
Core Model of ODRL 2.1, and it has useful policy types like agreement, offer,
request and ticket, that allow to manage personalized form of contracts for the
distribution of digital assets. The last aspect is essential in all frequent situations
where standard licenses do not meet the constraints that a data producer or a
data provider may want to express.

In the ODRL 2.1 Core Model2 a policy must contain at least one permis-
sion and may contain prohibitions. A permission may be conditioned by a duty.
Permissions, prohibitions, and duties relate two parties, an asset, and an action.
ODRL 2.1 has an informal semantics described in English in the Core Model. As
a language for expressing licenses and more complex agreements or contracts,
ODRL presents some limits in its expressivity, as it is clarified below and has
been initially discussed in [2], where some syntactic changes to ODRL 2.0 were
proposed.

In this section, we present a proposal to extend the syntax of ODRL in order
to be able to express pure obligations to perform a certain class of actions. This
is an important extension of ODRL 2.1 where it is only possible to express the
duty to perform a specific action, as a requirement that must be fulfilled for
obtaining a valid permission to perform another action.

Obligations are crucial for expressing the normative relationships in which an
agent will become obliged to do a certain type of action a1 as a consequence of
the performance of another action a2, where a2 may be viewed as the activation
condition of the obligation. Two concrete examples of this type of obligations are
the following. A nurse may have the possibility to use an “emergency account” for
getting access to sensitive health data of a patient, in case the emergency account
is used the nurse becomes obligated to write within one week a report explaining
the reasons why the account has been used. Another interesting example is given
by the policy that regulates the access to the “limited traffic area” of certain big
cities: people have the possibility to enter the “limited traffic area”, but if they
do so they become obligated to pay a certain sum within a given temporal limit,
otherwise they will be sanctioned. Obligations without activation conditions are
rare and it is quite hard to find interesting examples.
2 https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2.1/.

https://www.w3.org/community/odrl/model/2.1/
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The temporal relationship between the activation condition and the conse-
quent obligation makes it impossible to formalize such obligations using only
the notion of permission or prohibition. For example, a conditional permission
stating that if the nurse writes the report she gets the permission to use the
emergency account, would change the temporal relation among the actions, and
therefore is not equivalent to the conditional obligation described above. Sim-
ilarly, if a prohibition coupled with a sanction is used (stating that using the
emergency account is prohibited, and in case the prohibition is violated, the
sanction of writing a report applies) the result is a counterintuitive specifica-
tion. Moreover, the formalization by means of a prohibition will create a viola-
tion that may affect the reputation of the violator, even if this is not a desired
consequence.

In the ODRL 2.1 core model, it is assumed that “any use not explicitly per-
mitted is prohibited”. In our view, it is not always reasonable to assume that all
actions regulated by a set of policies are prohibited, except those that are explic-
itly permitted. In real use cases, it may happen that certain actions are simply
possible, i.e. they are not explicitly permitted but they are not prohibited: this
because in certain situations the request of explicitly permitting certain actions
may complicate the overall specification of the set of policies. This assumption
requires also that permissions are stronger than prohibitions or that the prohi-
bition to perform an action is deleted when a permission to perform such an
action is added.

In March 2016 the W3C “Permissions and Obligations Expression” (POE)
Working Group was created with the goal of bringing the Community Group
specifications of ODRL 2.1 through the W3C Process to “Recommendation”
status. In the following sections we will refer to the most recent version of the
Model3.

In our proposal, a conditional obligation is characterized by the following
properties: an assigner, an assignee, a deadline, an activation condition, and a
content. Conditional obligations could be expressed in ODRL by introducing the
following syntactic extensions to the RDF Core Model.

– We introduce the class Obligation as a subclass of the ODRL class Rule and
we use the property obligation: Policy → Rule for connecting a policy with an
obligation.

– Like in ODRL, an obligation may have none or one assigner and/or assignee,
which are specified by using the property assigner: Role → Party and the
property assignee: Role → Party.

– Differently from ODRL, in our model an obligation does not need to be
connected by the target property with the asset whose use is regulated by
the obligation. This because the regulated asset is specified by the activa-
tion condition of the obligation. In fact, in our model actions are not simply
labels like “odrl:read”, but they are specified using a richer content language,
actions have a class/type and a certain number of properties. In our examples

3 A preview of the new, even if unstable, ODRL Information Model is available at
https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-model/.

https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-model/
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we will use the RDF Schema definition of the notion of action proposed by
Schema.org vocabulary4.

– Moreover we introduce the following new properties:
• hasActCond: Obligation → Action, which is used for connecting an obliga-

tion with its activation condition. The activation condition may describe
a specific action or a class of actions, this last option is possible by spec-
ifying only the type of the action and some of its properties;

• hasContent: Rule → Action, which is used for connecting an obligation to
its content, that is, the description of the action that should be performed
for fulfilling the obligation. This action, like for the activation condition,
may be described in full details or by specifying only the type of the
action and some of its properties;

• hasDeadline: Obligation → TemporalEntity, which is used for connecting
an obligation to the deadline within which the action, described in the
content of the obligation, has to be performed.

Another example of conditional obligation, which is common in electronic
commerce of digital assets like music or video file, is the obligation to pay to a
music provider (for example Sony) a certain amount (for example 5 euros) before
a given deadline (for example the end of September 2017) when an agent (for
example Billy:888) plays a song recorded by the a certain artist, for example
the Beatles. Obviously, this conditional obligation may be initially formalized
at a high level of abstraction using roles and variables, like the role of music
provider, or the role of listener or the variable used for expressing the amount
to be paid. This high-level obligation may be transformed through various steps
into a low-level, concrete obligation without roles and variables. The specification
of a possible concrete obligation formalized in RDF using the Turtle serialization
format5 is reported below. Thanks to the choice of using a semantic web language
like RDF for the specification of our example, we are able to exploit the crucial
advantage of importing other ontologies in our example. In particular our RDF
specification of obl:01 uses: the ODRL 2.1 RDF Ontology, the Time Ontology in
OWL6, the RDF ontology of the notion of Action defined by schema.org, our
OWL Event Ontology7 which defines the notion of Event and connects it with
the notion of Time[5], and the OWL Normative Language Ontology that results
from the previously discussed extension of ODRL8.

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>.

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>.

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>.

@prefix odrl: <http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/>.

@prefix schema: <http://schema.org/>.

@prefix time: <http://www.w3.org/2006/time#>.

4 http://schema.org/Action.
5 https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/.
6 https://www.w3.org/TR/2006/WD-owl-time-20060927/.
7 Available at http://www.people.usi.ch/fornaran/ontology/Event.
8 Available at http://www.people.usi.ch/fornaran/ontology/NormativeLanguage.

http://schema.org/Action
https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
https://www.w3.org/TR/2006/WD-owl-time-20060927/
http://www.people.usi.ch/fornaran/ontology/Event
http://www.people.usi.ch/fornaran/ontology/NormativeLanguage
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@prefix event: <http://www.people.usi.ch/fornaran/ontology/event#>.

@prefix nl: <http://www.people.usi.ch/fornaran/ontology/NormativeLanguage#>.

<http://example.com/policy:01>

a odrl:Agreement;

nl:obligation <http://example.com/obl:01>.

<http://example.com/obl:01>

a nl:Obligation;

nl:hasDeonState nl:conditional;

odrl:assigner <http://example.com/sony:10>;

odrl:assignee <http://example.com/billie:888>;

nl:hasDeadline [

time:inDateTime "2017-08-21T09:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime];

nl:hasActCond [

a schema:ListenAction;

nl:hasState nl:unSatisfied;

schema:agent <http://example.com/billie:888>;

schema:object [

a schema:MusicRecording;

schema:byArtist <http://example.com/Beatles>]

];

nl:hasContent [

a schema:PayAction;

nl:hasState nl:unSatisfied;

schema:agent <http://example.com/billie:888>;

schema:recipient <http://example.com/sony:10>;

schema:price 5.00;

schema:priceCurrency "euro"].

<http://example.com/sony:10> a odrl:Party.

<http://example.com/billie:888> a odrl:Party.

<http://example.com/Beatles> a schema:MusicGroup.

4 Operational Semantics of Obligations

One relevant limit of ODRL 2.1 is that it has only an informal semantics
described in English in the Core Model document and it there is not a formal
specification of its semantics [19]. Without a formal semantics, it is not possi-
ble to perform automatic reasoning on those policies and therefore it is almost
impossible to automatically provide relevant services. One important service is
monitoring of obligations, in order to automatically compute their activation,
and fulfilment or violation on the basis of the (usually partial) knowledge of the
actions of the parties involved and of the state of their interaction. Monitoring
techniques together with a generator of events and/or the list of actions that
one or more users would like to perform on a set of digital assets, can be used
to simulate the evolution of the state of obligations and then perform a “what
if ” analysis on their fulfilment or violation. This is also a possible approach for
evaluating norms conflicts or norms compatibility that is thought to work for
obligations with a dynamic evolution from active to fulfilled or violated.
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A concrete use case where the simulation service proposed may be used is to
assist a user who wants to use different digital assets (some photos, one video,
and certain data) for creating a conference presentation and then publish it on
the Internet on a Social Network. The user wants to know if a given sequence
of actions performed on the digital assets will bring to a violation of one of the
policies connected to the digital assets used and, if the answer is in the positive,
what are the reasons of the violation.

In this section, we present an operational semantics of the syntactic exten-
sion of ODRL for expressing conditional obligations, described in the previous
section. In particular, the proposed semantics will be focused on the goal of
performing automatic reasoning on the temporal evolution of obligations on the
basis of the actions of the involved parties and of the elapsing of time. The first
step, for the definition of such an operational semantics, consists in the unam-
biguous specification of the lifecycle of conditional obligations, which depends
on the satisfaction of their condition and content. Figure 1 shows the lifecycle
of conditional obligations. In this figure, boxes indicate states of the obligation,
arrows indicates transitions between states, labels on arrow indicate the pre-
conditions that must be satisfied for the transition to take place or the action
that determines the transition.

Fig. 1. Conditional obligations lifecycle

When an obligation is created, it becomes conditional if it has an unsatis-
fied condition. A conditional obligation becomes activated when its condition is
satisfied (e.g., the song is played). The condition or the content of obligations
becomes satisfied if, in the ontology used for representing the state of the inter-
action, there is an action whose attribute values match the values specified in
the condition or content of the obligation. The condition or the content of an
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obligation is connected to the matched action or event by means of the reason
property. An active obligation becomes fulfilled if its content becomes satisfied
before the deadline. On the contrary, if the deadline of an active obligation has
elapsed the obligation becomes violated.

The second step for the definition of the operational semantics of conditional
obligations consists in specifying how the dynamic evolution of the various obli-
gations can be automatically computed, in order to provide monitoring and
simulation services.

Our approach in this phase is to adopt, as far as possible, W3C standards
and in particular Semantic Web Technologies. This first of all because their
diffusion among software practitioners and research communities is fundamental
for the acceptance and adoption of the proposed formal semantics, and secondly
because W3C Semantic Web Technologies are supported by tools (RDFS and
OWL reasoners, editors, and API) that are suitable to implement a software
framework for testing and evaluating our proposal. Moreover, in this paper we
propose an extension of ODRL Version 2.1 Core Model, which is available in RDF
1.0. This choice makes it also feasible to re-use existing ontologies as discussed in
the previous section, and to express policies that depend on the semantic content
of the data when these are represented using Semantic Web Technologies, like
for example Linked Open Data.

An open question at this point is whether it is a good solution to use OWL
2 (possibly integrated with SWRL whenever the expressivity of OWL is insuffi-
cient) to express the state of the interaction (i.e. the actions performed by the
agents), the obligations and the axioms/rules for computing the state of obliga-
tions following their lifecycle. Alternatively, it may be better to express our data
(state and obligations) and the obligations’ lifecycle using RDFS ontologies, and
exploit an RDFS reasoner, like the Apache Jena RDFS reasoner, for computing
the state of the obligations. The latter option would allow us to integrate the
Apache Jena RDFS reasoner with domain-specific rules, written in the rule lan-
guage of the Jena general purpose rule engine9, which can be used to represent
the lifecycle of obligations.

In our previous works [5,16] we proposed to express the content and the
activation condition of norms by using OWL classes defined by means of OWL
axioms and, whenever the expressivity of OWL was insufficient, by SWRL rules.
At runtime, the satisfaction of such activation condition and content can be
evaluated using a standard OWL reasoning service or SPARQL-DL queries [7].
The main problem that we tackled with such an approach concerns performance,
mainly due to the time required for reasoning on OWL ontologies when the
number of assertions in the data ontology and the number of norms increase.

Therefore, in the work described in this paper we investigated the expres-
sivity and performance of a solution where the state of the interaction and the
obligations’ components are formalized using RDFS and the state of obliga-
tions is computed by using the Apache Jena general-purpose rule engine. This
rule engine integrates a general purpose rule-based reasoner, able to implement

9 Documentation available at https://jena.apache.org/documentation/inference/.

https://jena.apache.org/documentation/inference/
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RDFS and OWL reasoning, but is also available for general use10. In particular,
we propose to exploit the Jena forward chaining RETE engine for reasoning
on the state of the obligations formalized in RDFS using the RDFS Schema
proposed in the previous section.

The Jena rules that can be used for computing if an obligation is cancelled,
activated, fulfilled or violated are the following.

[cancelObligation:

(?obl rdf:type nl:Obligation),

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:conditional),

(?obl nl:hasDeadline ?deadLine),

(?deadLine time:inDateTime ?dateTime),

now(?now),

greaterThan(?now,?dateTime) ->

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:cancelled),

drop(1)

]

[activateObligation:

(?obl rdf:type nl:Obligation),

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:conditional),

(?obl nl:hasActCond ?activation),

(?activation nl:hasState nl:satisfied) ->

drop(1),

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:activated)

]

[fulfillObligation:

(?obl rdf:type nl:Obligation),

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:activated),

(?obl nl:hasDeadline ?deadLine),

(?deadLine time:inDateTime ?dateTimeDeadline),

(?obl nl:hasContent ?content),

(?content nl:hasState nl:satisfied),

(?content nl:reason ?instance),

(?instance event:atTime ?instant),

(?instant time:inDateTime ?dateTimeInstance),

lessThan(?dateTimeInstance,?dateTimeDeadline) ->

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:fulfilled),

drop(1)

]

10 More precisely “there are two internal rule engines one forward chaining RETE
engine and one tabled datalog engine - they can be run separately or the forward
engine can be used to prime the backward engine which in turn will be used to
answer queries.”.
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[violateObligation:

(?obl rdf:type nl:Obligation),

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:activated),

(?obl nl:hasDeadline ?deadLine),

(?deadLine time:inDateTime ?dateTime),

now(?now),

greaterThan(?now,?dateTime) ->

(?obl nl:hasDeonState nl:violated),

drop(1)

]

In order to compute the satisfaction of the condition and of the content of
obligations we need to introduce had-hoc rules for every obligation. These rules
change on the basis of the attributes specified in the description of the actions
or events in the content and condition of obligations. For example the rule for
computing the satisfaction of the condition of obligation obl:01 specified in the
previous section is:

[satisfyCondObl01:

(<http://example.com/obl:01> nl:hasDeonState nl:conditional),

(<http://example.com/obl:01> nl:hasActCond ?activation),

(?activation rdf:type ?actClass),

(?activation nl:hasState nl:unSatisfied),

(?activation schema:agent ?agent),

(?activation schema:object ?object),

(?object rdf:type ?objectClass),

(?object schema:byArtist ?artist),

(?inst rdf:type ?actClass),

(?inst schema:agent ?agent),

(?inst schema:object ?object1),

(?inst event:atTime ?instant),

(?instant time:inDateTime ?dateTime),

now(?now),

greaterThan(?now,?dateTime),

(?object1 rdf:type ?objectClass),

(?object1 schema:byArtist ?artist) ->

(?activation nl:hasState nl:satisfied),

(?activation nl:reason ?inst),

drop(3)

]

5 Evaluations and Conclusions

We have implemented a Java prototype of the proposed approach. We formal-
ized policies containing conditional obligations using RDF 1.0, and computed
their state based on a RDF 1.0 representation of the actions performed by the
parties involved in the obligations. The state of conditional obligations and the
satisfaction of their condition and content have been computed using forward
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rules formalized for the Jena general-purpose rule engine. Tests were made with
a PC with an Intel Core i5-6600 CPU 3.3 GHz processor, 8 GB RAM. The com-
putation of the satisfaction of the content and condition of one obligation and of
its state requires 555 ms. The computation time becomes 557 ms with 10 policies
(having all the same content and condition), 569 ms with 20 policies, and 576 ms
with 30 policies. From this experiment, we can conclude that the number of poli-
cies (and in our case the number of obligations) does not significantly influence
the computation time.

We intend to continue this work by proposing an extension and a syntax
of the ODRL notion of permission and prohibition. We plan to study how it
is possible to integrate efficiently the automatic reasoning on the state of the
obligations with the reasoning on the semantics of their content and conditions.
This could be done by exploiting the possibility to combine the Jena RDFS
reasoner with custom rules (like the one proposed in this paper) or by using
one of the available external reasoners, like for example Pellet [14]. We plan also
to investigate the possibility to express the activation condition of obligations
based on the semantics of the protected digital assets and to study the process
for automatically transforming high-level policies expressed in terms of roles and
variables into concrete policies.
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